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Summary

£2,000,000

41,000

total awarded

women supported

83

Total number
of grants

2
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The funded organisations

£377,523
Average income
per grantee

88%
7%

were registered
charities

£103,500
Orgs only typically hold
around 3 months of reserves

73%

were women led/only
organisations

25%

were CICs

5%
were others

BAME-led

97%

had secured additional emergency
grant funding (separate to the
Resilience Fund)

27%

73%

were
existing

were new to
Smallwood

59%

had received additional in-kind
support since the pandemic
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The funded organisations
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The grants
A

Which of the following applies to your organisation?

Without the grant our organisation…
would have delivered a similar level of
service as we did prior to the COVID-19
pandemic

8%

would have delivered slightly fewer
services than we did prior to the COVID-19
pandemic

32%

would have delivered significantly fewer
services than we did prior to the COVID-19
pandemic

51%

would have had to close or stop
services altogether

6%

Don’t know

3%
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In which of the following ways did your organisation use the grant received?

To adapt delivery models to continue
to deliver existing activities during the
pandemic (e.g. to introduce social
distancing or move activities online)

58%

To have funds to continue to operate during
the pandemic (e.g. to continue to pay staff
or rent)

75%

To reach new women (e.g. outreach /
marketing / removing barriers to access
services / support
To respond to an increase in demand for
its activities during the pandemic (e.g. to
increase the number of staff or volunteer
hours), To adapt activities and support so
they can continue to happen face-to-face
(e.g. introducing social distancing measures)

48%

64%
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The grants
C

Which, if any, of the following types of activity or support did your organisation
deliver using the grant received?

Advice and care (for example, mentoring,
counselling, psychological therapy, selfhelp groups, health provision, medical care,
bereavement support)

68%

75%

Information, advice and signposting to
other support
Welfare support items (for example, support
packages, household items, food, emergency
accommodation)

60%

Social connections (for example, through
community support networks, community
activities and events, community forums,
peer groups and befriending)

53%

Activities and support for education and
learning (for example, support with home
learning and educational materials)
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Thinking about the types of activity or support your organisation delivered
using the grant, which of the following statements best describe how the funded
activities related to the use of public services (e.g. health, social care,
or education services) by women you support?

Activities took the place of public services
that women could not access or receive

33%

Activities helped reduce or prevent the
need for public services by women

51%

Activities supplemented the use of public
services by women

68%

Activities were not related to use of public
services by women

26%
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The grants
E

Which, if any, of the following did your activities and support contribute towards?
By contribute towards, we mean things that were better than they otherwise
would have been as a result of the specific activities and support funded through
your grant.

Women’s mental health and wellbeing
was better

88%

Women were better able to respond to
changing circumstances

82%

Women felt less lonely

77%

Women’s short term basic needs were met
(financial, food, clothing, shelter)

75%

Women of all ages were better protected
from harm, violence or abuse

70%
0%
0%
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application20process?
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The grants
G

Which, if any, of the following did your activities and support contribute towards?
By contribute towards, we mean things that were better than they otherwise
would have been as a result of the specific activities and support funded through
your grant.
In the years prior to 2020 and the COVID-19 pandemic

51%

reported that the income
of their organisation had
been growing steadily

7%

reporting it
was declining

Looking forward to 2021 and beyond, there is a much larger
degree of uncertainty about future finances.

33%

anticipate their income will
continue to increase and there
is a much greater level of
uncertainty about what the
future holds with a much more
mixed view of finances

11%

reporting little confidence
in what lies ahead for
the financial health for
their organisation
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Impact statements

The funding has had a massive impact
on our organisation. We would not
have survived this challenging period
without this funding. We were able to
maintain our existing services but also
deal with over 300% increase in the
number of service users we supported.
None of our staff members went off
sick and we did not turn anyone away
due to capacity issues. We are pleased
that thanks to this funding, we have
safeguarded over 300 women that we
would not have been able to support
otherwise.

It was wonderful to be able to access
funding that recognised that core
posts are necessary to the success of
the organisation and the welfare of its
staff and service users. COVID meant
that managers have had to not only try
and continue with their normal work
but support staff through their own
concerns and issues, implement new
ways of delivery, manage the wellbeing of staff and service users, deal with
increased demands on services, support the increased demands of refuge
users and supplement capacity to
deal with increasing complex issues of
services users. Alongside this we lost
all of our fundraising programme for
the year so had to find ways to combat
this. Very often it feels like funders are
reluctant to support core roles and
would rather only focus on front line
work - whilst this is obviously the most
crucial aspect of our delivery, without
those core job roles no one is fundraising, managing staff wellbeing, paying
utilities, sorting payroll, dealing with
commissioners and partner agencies,
and developing new services. It really
was amazing to be able to support the
whole organisation through this funding stream.
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Impact statements
We are so grateful and would like to say
thank you very much. Because of this
funding we managed to help a lot of
women and families. Our organisation
received an award, we also had other
organisations wanting to work with us,
we have built relationships with other
women organisations we didn’t know.
Our organisation is now well known
and we are so grateful. We have testimonies of women who were about to
end their lives but because we managed to reach out to them, they saw a
need to stay alive. We had families who
didn’t have anything to eat and when
we stepped on their doorsteps with
food, they had hope. We had women
who lost jobs and some lost their loved
ones, seeing us and even doing our
sessions on zoom gave people hope. It’s
been a difficult period for people and
worse off for Black African women who
didn’t have families around them and
this grant made it happen for all these
women. We are forever grateful.
Thank you.

The funding has been key in helping
continue the services to BAME women and help staff return to work from
furlough. We would like to thank you
for your support in helping some of
the most vulnerable women out of
poverty, improve their mental health
and stay safe. However we desperately need more funds to continue meet
the growing demand for these services
in months to come.
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Case study

Venus
Centre
The grant from Smallwood

“

“

helped me keep my home
and put food on the table
for my daughter

“

“

Reason for referral

Support offered

Linda* came into Venus’ ‘Open Access’ for a food
parcel. She had been signposted by our local
authority as she was struggling to purchase food
as she had spent all her benefit for the month.
An assessment was completed and her financial statement was finalised once we had the
exact amount of Universal Credit she receives
each month. It was discussed that Linda needed
support to address her outstanding arrears on
all her household and utility bills.

Support was offered to encourage Linda to set
affordable payment plans in place, to address
debts that have accrued as no household bills
had been paid for over a year. We started
by completing her income, giving emotional
support at all times to make sure she was not
feeling overwhelmed with everything that was
taking place. She was encouraged to take part
with each telephone call, while we negotiated
with her creditors and educated her how to deal
with creditors if she needs this in the future.

Linda is a single person and suffers with severe
anxiety and depression, this has resulted in seeking help with medication from her G.P. Before
seeking help, Linda would not leave her home,
or interact with any other person, she would stay
in bed for a number of days, was not concerned
over hygiene or eating, advised she felt she
wanted to just give up.

Issues prior to engagement with Venus
Linda did not pay attention to unpaid utility bills,
did not address rent arrears and council tax
arrears or open any of her post, as she recognised envelopes by their size, colour, type of font
used, logos on envelopes and would leave them
to pile up at the side of her hallway.

*All names have been changed.

Outcome of support
Speaking with Linda on a regular basis and her
being able to come into the centre to have a
face to face chat is having such a positive effect
on her mental health. She has gained trust in
her key worker and built up a positive relationship. Linda was there to see affordable payment
plans put in place with her housing provider for
outstanding rent arrears, also with utility providers and address affordable monthly payments
with council tax and check she was receiving her
‘Sole Occupier Discount’.

“

I can’t explain how it feels to
know that I don’t have to get
stressed anymore over my bills
being paid, you really don’t know
how much you have helped me
and can’t thank you enough for
what you have done.

“

Background
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